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Abstract
This paper presents a novel semantic change detection
scheme with only weak supervision. A straightforward ap-
proach for this task is to train a semantic change detection
network directly from a large-scale dataset in an end-to-end
manner. However, a specific dataset for this new task, which
is usually labor-intensive and time-consuming, becomes in-
dispensable. To avoid this problem, we propose to train this
kind of network from existing datasets by dividing this task
into change detection and semantic extraction. On the other
hand, the difference in camera viewpoints, for example im-
ages of the same scene captured from a vehicle-mounted
camera at different time points, usually brings a challenge
to the change detection task. To address this challenge, we
propose a new siamese network structure with the introduc-
tion of correlation layer. In addition, we create a publicly
available dataset for semantic change detection to evaluate
the proposed method. Both the robustness to viewpoint dif-
ference in change detection task and the effectiveness for se-
mantic change detection of the proposed networks are veri-
fied by the experimental results.
1. Introduction
In the field of computer vision and remote sensing,
change detection methods have been comprehensively stud-
ied and applied to many kinds of tasks, such as detecting
anomaly using surveillance and satellite cameras, inspect-
ing infrastructure [41], managing disaster [34, 35], and au-
tomating agriculture [12]. The existing methods specify a
few detection targets, such as pedestrians and vehicles, for
each application. However, in cases when images contain
various kinds of scene changes, more semantic information
except for these targets is required for better discrimination
in other advanced applications, such as updating city model
for autonomous driving [1].
There are several strategies to achieve semantic change
detection from an image pair. One of the most straightfor-
ward methods is independent detection and classification
of changes. However, it requires the estimation of the in-
put image that contains the changes. If training datasets
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Figure 1. Overview of the proposed method. First, the CSCDNet
takes an image pair as input, which is trained using a change detec-
tion dataset, and outputs one change probability mask. Thereafter,
the input image pair and the estimated change mask are fed into
the SSCDNet, which is trained using a dataset synthesized from a
semantic image segmentation dataset. Finally, the SSCDNet esti-
mates the pixel-wise semantic labels of each input image.
are available, it is possible for end-to-end learning methods
to directly estimate semantic changes from an image pair.
Nevertheless, it is labor-intensive to create large-scale se-
mantic change detection datasets for each class definition
of applications in terms of collecting and labeling images.
In order to overcome these difficulties, we propose a
novel semantic change detection scheme with only weak
supervision by dividing this task into change detection and
semantic extraction. As shown in Fig.1, the proposed
method is composed of the two convolutional neural net-
works (CNNs), a correlated siamese change detection net-
work (CSCDNet) and a silhouette-based semantic change
detection network (SSCDNet). To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first method to estimate semantic scene
changes. Our main contributions are as follows:
• We propose a novel semantic change detection net-
work that can be trained with only weak supervision
from existing datasets.
• We propose a novel siamese change detection network
which uses correlation layers that can deal with differ-
ence in camera viewpoints.
• We create the first publicly available dataset for seman-
tic scene change detection.
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We propose the SSCDNet that can be trained with the
dataset synthesized from commonly available semantic im-
age segmentation datasets, such as the Mapillary Vistas
dataset [29], to avoid creating a new dataset for semantic
change detection. The estimation accuracy of the SSCD-
Net depends on that of change detection. However, in case
of images captured from a vehicle mounted camera at dif-
ferent time points, existing change detection methods suffer
from estimation errors due to difference in camera view-
points. Hence, we propose a novel siamese network archi-
tecture with the introduction of correlation layers, named
as the CSCDNet. The CSCDNet can deal with difference
in camera viewpoints and achieves state of the art perfor-
mance for the panoramic change detection (PCD) dataset
[33]. Additionally, we incorporate the data augmentation
for the input change mask in the training step to improve
the robustness of the SSCDNet to change detection errors
(Sec.4.2.2). For evaluating the proposed methods, we have
created the panoramic semantic change detection (PSCD)
dataset in the hopes of accelerating researches in the filed
of dynamic scene modeling.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec.2, we sum-
marize the related work. Section 3 explains the details of
the proposed network and the training method. Section 4
shows the experimental results. Section 5 presents our con-
clusions.
2. Related Work
Many methods for temporal scene modeling have been
proposed. However, most of them focused on detecting
changes or estimating the length of time that each part of
a scene exists for. Semantic recognition is required for ad-
vanced applications based on dynamic modeling, such as
autonomous driving and augmented reality. This section
explains the reason for the proposal of the semantic change
detection method using commonly available semantic im-
age segmentation datasets in terms of existing methods and
datasets in the following.
Change Detection
Change detection methods are classified into several cat-
egories depending on types of target scene changes and
available information. Change detection in 2D (image) do-
main is the most standard approach, especially for surveil-
lance and satellite cameras [8, 20, 30, 31], which are accu-
rately aligned. A typical approach models the appearance of
the scene from a set of images captured at different times,
against which a newly captured query image is compared
to detect changes [47]. Scene models are usually designed
using the images from the same viewpoint to detect target
changes while accounting for irrelevant appearance changes
such as differences in illumination conditions.
There are studies that formulate the problem in a 3D do-
main. Schindler et al. proposed the probabilistic temporal
inferences model based on the visibility of each 3D point
reconstructed from images taken from multiple viewpoints
at different times [37]. The work by Matzen et al. [26] is
classified into the same category. In terms of application,
the work by Taneja et al. [42, 43] and Sakurada et al. [34]
might be the closest to our research.
In recent years, significant efforts have been made to
change detection using machine learning, especially for
deep neural networks (DNNs) [1, 16, 24, 33, 41]. There
are mainly two types of formulations, “patch similarity esti-
mation” and “pixel-wise segmentation”, which can be con-
verted to each other. Patch similarity estimation has been
studied for not only change detection but also feature, stereo
and image matchings [5, 25, 39, 49, 50]. The work by
Zagoruyko et al. [49] showed in their experiments that
one-stream networks, which take different time images con-
catenated in channel dimension as input, outperforms two-
stream networks such as the siamese network [6], and multi-
scale inputs improve the estimation accuracy. Pixel-wise
change detection has been further studied in the context of
anomaly detection, background subtraction and moving ob-
ject detection [4, 24, 45].
Recently, to update city model for autonomous driving,
several change detection methods using vehicular imagery
has been proposed [1, 33, 36]. Sakurada et al. [33] proposed
the change detection method that differentiates feature maps
extracted from input images using a CNN such as VGG
[40], which is trained using large-scale image recognition
datasets, and refines the coarse detection results using su-
perpixel segmentation [15]. The work by Alcantarilla et al.
[1] tackles the same problem of viewpoint changes between
different times using depth map estimated from multi-view
images in an end-to-end manner with CNN. For single view
setting, the dense optical flow based network also has been
proposed [36].
Semantic Change Detection
There are few studies on semantic change detection be-
cause most of change detection studies that specify their
target domain, such as moving object, forest, and do not ex-
plicitly recognize semantic classes of change. The work by
Kataoka et al. [22] does not consider the problem of detect-
ing changes and estimating which of the input images con-
tains change objects. Daudt et al. [9, 10] detected land sur-
face changes between satellite images. In the case of land
surface change detection of satellite images, unlike scene
change detection, it is not necessary to estimate which of the
input images contains change objects because the change
region between the two images is the same. However, for
the scene change detection, the estimation is necessary be-
cause scene objects can appear, disappear and move.
Table 1. Details of the datasets used in the experiments. *(The
CSCDNet is trained with only image pairs of a scene and their
change masks of the PSCD dataset.)
Dataset PCD [33] Vistas [29] PSCDTSUNAMI GSV (This work)
Number of images 100 100 20,000 500
Original size 1024 × 224 various 1024 × 224
Crop size 224 × 224 - 224 × 224
Size in training 256 × 256 256 × 256 256 × 256
Paired X - X
Change mask X - X
Semantic label - X X
Alignment medium coarse - coarse
Training target CSCDNet SSCDNet CSSCDNet
*(CSCDNet)
Change Detection Dataset
The main reason why there are few studies of seman-
tic change detection is that there are no publicly available
datasets for semantic scene change detection. CDnet2014
[48] is one of the largest change detection dataset. It con-
tains videos for background subtraction and moving object
detection with various challenges, such as dynamic back-
ground, camera jitter, and shadow [4, 45]. In the field of
remote sensing, many change detection datasets exist, such
as the aerial imagery change detection (AICD) dataset [3],
forest change detection dataset [23] and AIST building-
level change detection (ABCD) dataset [16]. Basically, in
the aforementioned datasets, change label is annotated as
a binary value depending on the differences between back-
ground and query images.
Furthermore, the PCD [33] dataset contains image pairs
with differences in camera viewpoints and one change mask
for each image pair on which scene changes of both input
images are superimposed as binary values. Thus, the prob-
lem has not been considered that estimates which of input
images contain change objects.
3.Weakly Supervised Silhouette-based Seman-
tic Change Detection
The method proposed in this paper makes semantic
change detection dataset for estimating semantic change un-
necessary. There are many types of label definitions for se-
mantic image segmentation depending on the applications;
for example, ground-level images of indoor and outdoor
scenes [2, 29], aerial and satellite images [21, 28]. Ad-
ditionally, the definition of change (e.g., whether changes
of moving objects, display of digital screens, the light of a
lamp, transparent barriers, growth of plants, a pool of wa-
ter, and seasonal changes of vegetation are ignored or not)
depends on the application. Thus, there is a large number of
combinations of change and semantic definitions. Clearly,
it is time-consuming to create semantic change detection
datasets for each application. Furthermore, as mentioned
above (Sec.2), it is necessary to estimate which of the input
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Figure 2. Synthesis of training dataset for the SSCDNet from se-
mantic image segmentation dataset. First, two RGB images I1, I2
and their semantic label images L1, L2 are randomly sampled
from semantic image segmentation dataset. Thereafter, change se-
mantic label images L1′, L2′ are generated by sampling n seman-
tic labels randomly and removing the others from each semantic
label image. Finally, the change mask is generated by superimpos-
ing the randomly sampled semantic labels as binary silhouettesM .
images contain change objects because the existing change
detection datasets do not explicitly contain that information.
To solve these problems, the proposed method includes
two CNNs, namely, the CSCDNet and the SSCDNet. This
separated architecture enables the method to train the se-
mantic change detection system with change detection
datasets and commonly available semantic image segmen-
tation datasets. The rest of this section explains the details
regarding the weakly supervised method.
3.1. Overview
Figure 1 shows an overview of the proposed semantic
change detection method 1. First, the CSCDNet takes an
image pair as input, which is trained using a change detec-
tion dataset and outputs the change probability of each pixel
as one change mask image. Subsequently, the input image
pair and the estimated change mask are fed into the SSCD-
Net, which is trained using a dataset synthesized from a se-
mantic image segmentation dataset. Finally, the SSCDNet
estimates the pixel-wise semantic labels of each input im-
age. It should be noted here that the SSCDNet can estimate
semantic change labels and which of input images contains
the change objects simultaneously.
We conjecture that these semantic label estimations and
splitting the change mask into the input images can be
trained using a commonly available semantic image seg-
mentation dataset, such as the Mapillary Vistas dataset [29],
and that semantic information can improve the accuracy of
the change mask estimation. Table 1 shows the details of the
datasets used in this paper. The experimental results show
the effectiveness of this strategy (Sec.4). The details of the
training dataset synthesis and the network architectures are
explained in the following subsections.
3.2. Dataset Synthesis from Semantic Segmentation
Dataset
Here, we consider the problem of estimating pixel-wise
semantic change labels of each input image from an im-
1The source code of our method will be publicly available.
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Figure 3. Network architectures of the CSCDNet, the SSCDNet, and the CSSCDNet. The architecture of the CSSCDNet is based on the
CSCDNet and its output layer is replaced with that of the SSCDNet.
age pair and the change mask. There are several possible
methods of generating training datasets to solve this prob-
lem. A simulator using a photorealistic rendering, such as
Virtual KITTI [17], SYNTHIA [32] and SceneNet RGB-D
[27] datasets, is one solution. Although photorealistic im-
ages might be effective for pre-training, fine-tuning is nec-
essary to address the domain gaps between synthetic and
real images. To bridge the gap, Shrivastava et al. proposed
the method to learn a model to improve the realism of a sim-
ulator’s output using unlabeled real data [38], however, it is
difficult to directly apply this method to natural scene im-
ages, which are more complicated than their target domains.
Alternatively, synthesis using real images can be applied.
Dwibedi et al. proposed the synthetic method to generate
large annotated instance datasets in a cut and paste manner
[14]. Their study might be the closest to our method.
Figure 2 shows an overview of the proposed training
dataset synthesis for the SSCDNet from a semantic im-
age segmentation dataset. First, two RGB images I1, I2
and their semantic label images L1, L2 are randomly sam-
pled from the semantic image segmentation dataset. There-
after, the change semantic label images L1′, L2′ are gener-
ated by sampling n semantic labels randomly and remov-
ing the others from each semantic label image (1 ≤ n ≤
min(nmax, Ni)). Ni represents the number of the classes
that the semantic label image Li contains. The maximum
number of class samplings nmax should be decided depend-
ing on the number of classes of the semantic segmentation
dataset. Finally, the change mask is generated by super-
imposing the randomly sampled semantic labels as binary
silhouettes M .
3.3. Network Architecture
Correlated Siamese Change Detection Network
(CSCDNet)
We propose the CSCDNet to overcome the limitation of
the camera viewpoints of the previous methods. Figure 3
shows the overview of the network architecture of the pro-
posed method (see the supplementary material for the de-
tail). As mentioned in Sec.2, Sakurada et al. [33] found
that the comparison between feature maps extracted from
input images using a CNN trained with large-scale image
recognition datasets [36] is effective for scene change de-
tection task. To incorporate this advantage, we chose the
siamese network architecture based on the ResNet-18 [19]
which was pretrained on the ImageNet [11] dataset as the
encoder of the CSCDNet. Each feature map extracted from
two input images in the encoder is concatenated with each
decoder’s output and fed into the next layer of the decoder
whose architecture is based on the network by [18].
Furthermore, for the situation of an image pair with a
large viewpoint difference, this difference has to be consid-
ered in the design of the network structure to improve the
detection accuracy. Exploiting the dense optical flow esti-
mated by the other methods [36] is not efficient in terms
of optimization. Therefore, we inserted correlation layers
[13], which are utilized for the estimation of optical flow
and stereo matching, into the siamese network.
The CSCDNet takes images I1 and I2 captured at times
t1 and t2 as an input. Each pixel value is normalized in
[−1, 1]. The change mask as the ground truth, Mg , is pro-
vided to the output of the network as training data. After
the final convolution layer, the feature maps are evaluated
I1: Input image of time t1 I2: Input image of time t2 S1: Semantic label of time t1 S2: Semantic label of time t2
Figure 4. Two example image pairs of the panoramic semantic change detection (PSCD) dataset.
by the following pixel-wise binary cross entropy loss:
Lc = −
∑
x∈Ω
t(x) ln(pc(x))+(1−t(x)) ln(1−pc(x)), (1)
where t(x) represents the ground truth, pc(x) represents
predictions computed using each output feature maps by a
pixel-wise softmax.
Silhouette-based Semantic Change Detection Network
(SSCDNet)
The architecture of the SSCDNet is based on the combi-
nation of U-Net based on ResNet-18 [18, 19]. Their main
differences are the input and output parts. The SSCDNet
takes images I1, I2 and M , which are concatenated in the
channel dimension as a seven-channel image, for the input.
Moreover, after the final convolution layer, the output fea-
ture maps are split in half (the bottom of Fig.3), and each
of the feature maps is evaluated by the following pixel-wise
cross entropy loss:
Ls = −
∑
x∈Ω
∑
k
t1(x, k) ln(p1(x, k))+t2(x, k) ln(p2(x, k)),
(2)
where k is an index of classes (1 ≤ k ≤ K, K: the number
of classes), t(x, k) represents the ground truth with 1-of-
K coding scheme, p(x, k) represents predictions computed
from each output feature maps by a pixel-wise softmax.
Correlated Siamese Semantic Change Detection Net-
work (CSSCDNet)
For a comparative study, we proposed the CSSCDNet as a
naive method in the case that the semantic change detec-
tion dataset is available. The architecture is based on the
CSCDNet. After the final convolution layer, the output fea-
ture maps are split in half, and each of the feature maps is
evaluated by the pixel-wise cross entropy loss in the same
manner as the SSCDNet (in the dash line box of Fig.3).
4. Experiments
To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we per-
formed three experiments. The first experiment is the accu-
racy evaluation of the change detection with the CSCDNet,
which affects the prediction accuracy of the SSCDNet, us-
ing the PCD dataset [33]. The proposed siamese change
detection networks with and without correlation layers and
other existing methods are compared. The second experi-
ment is an accuracy evaluation of the semantic change de-
tection with the SSCDNet using datasets synthesized from
the Mapillary Vistas dataset [29]. The data augmentation
of change mask is also evaluated, which improves the ro-
bustness of the SSCDNet to change detection error of the
CSCDNet. In the final experiment, we applied our semantic
change detection method to the PSCD dataset, which is dif-
ferent from the training dataset of the SSCDNet, and show
the effectiveness of our approach.
4.1. Panoramic Semantic ChangeDetection (PSCD)
dataset
For the quantitative evaluation of the proposed approach,
we have created a new dataset named as the PSCD dataset,
which opens up new vista for semantic change detection.
Figure 4 shows examples of the PSCD dataset. The PSCD
dataset comprises 500 panoramic image pairs. Each pair
consists of images I1, I2 taken at two different time points
t1, and t2. These panoramic images, which are taken in
urban and tsunami-damaged areas, are downloaded from
Google Street View.
The PSCD dataset contains the change binary masks
C1, C2, the semantic labels S1, S2, the instance labels
D1, D2, the attributes A1, A2 (3D object, 2D texture, (dig-
ital) display) and the visibilities V1, V2 (glass, mirror, and
wire fence). The image annotation was performed by a team
of 37 well-trained image annotators, and the average anno-
tation time was approximately 156 minutes per image pair.
We defined the 67 semantic classes based on those of the
Mapillary Vistas dataset [29], and integrated the original
classes into the 11 classes based on the map updating ap-
plications as shown in Tables 3 and 4. The annotation data
and the metadata for downloading the Google Street View
images will be made publicly available.
4.2. Experimental Settings
4.2.1 Training dataset generation
We generated training datasets for the CSCDNet, the SS-
CDNet, and the CSSCDNet from the PCD, the Mapillary
Vistas, and the PSCD datasets, respectively. Table 1 shows
the details of the dataset. The PCD dataset is composed
of panoramic image pairs I1, I2 taken at two different time
points t1, and t2, and the change mask Mg . From the im-
Table 2. F1score and mIoU of change detection for TSUNAMI and GSV datasets. Siamese-CDResNet represents the CSCDNet without
correlation layers. The CSCDNet consistently outperforms the other methods.
F1score mIoU
TSUNAMI GSV Average TSUNAMI GSV Average
DenseSIFT [33] 0.649 0.528 0.589 – – –
CNN-feat [33] 0.723 0.639 0.681 – – –
DeconvNet [1] 0.774 0.614 0.694 – – –
WS-Net [24] – – – – – 0.477
FS-Net [24] – – – – – 0.588
CDNet [36] 0.848 0.695 0.772 0.811 0.672 0.741
Siamese-CDResNet (Ours) 0.850 0.718 0.784 0.815 0.691 0.753
CSCDNet (Ours) 0.859 0.738 0.799 0.824 0.706 0.765
age set [I1, I2,Mg], patch images are cropped by sliding
and resized. Furthermore, data augmentation is performed
by rotating the patches. Thus, 12,000 sets of image patches
were generated. The PSCD dataset is resized, and cropped
and data augmentation is performed in the same way as the
PCD dataset.
We also generated training datasets for the SSCDNet
from the Mapillary Vistas dataset [29]. The Mapillary Vis-
tas dataset for research use contains 20,000 scene images
and the pixel-wise semantic labels with 66 semantic classes
(including an unlabeled class). We integrate them into the
following 11 classes: animal, vehicle, barrier, area, struc-
ture, lane marking, vegetation, traffic, others, debris, and
no change. (See the supplementary material for the detail
of the class integration.) Furthermore, the PSCD dataset
and the subset TSUNAMI of the PCD dataset used in the
final experiment contain much debris, hence, we added 150
debris images (100 and 50 images for training and valida-
tion, respectively) into the dataset used for the dataset syn-
thesis mentioned in Sec.3.2. We selected the value of nmax
as 3 because the silhouette information may be lost if too
many classes are sampled. Figure 2 shows an example of
the dataset synthesized by the proposed method.
4.2.2 Data augmentation for robustness to change de-
tection error
If the change masks that are synthesized from semantic seg-
mentation datasets are directly used in the training of the
SSCDNet, the trained SSCDNet can be vulnerable to errors
in change detection. To improve the robustness of the SS-
CDNet to change detection error, we perform the data aug-
mentation for change mask in the training. Specifically, the
change mask is randomly applied to one of the four morpho-
logical transformations (erosion, dilation, opening, closing)
with a random kernel size k (1 ≤ k ≤ 20). We expect
that the semantic label information can reduce the error of
semantic change detection due to the error of change detec-
tion by simulating the change mask.
4.2.3 Training details
The CSCDNet, the SSCDNet, and the CSSCDNet are
trained using eight Nvidia Tesla P100 GPUs using the Py-
Torch framework. We used the batch size of 32. The num-
bers of iteration for the CSCDNet, the SSCDNet, and the
SSCDNet are 3 × 104, 1 × 105, and 1 × 105, respectively.
The Adam algorithm with a learning rate of 2 × 10−4 is
used. The evaluations of the estimation accuracies of the
CSCDNet using the PCD dataset and the CSSCDNet using
the PSCD dataset are performed using the five-fold cross-
validation.
4.3. Evaluation
4.3.1 Change detection for the PCD dataset
Table 2 shows F1 scores and mean intersection-over-union
(mIoU) of each method for TSUNAMI and GSV datasets.
The CSCDNet outperforms the other methods in terms of
both F1 scores and mIoU. Furthermore, the improvements
of the scores for GSV are more significant than those of
TSUNAMI. The main reason is that GSV contains more
precise changes and the camera viewpoint differences are
relatively larger than TSUNAMI because of the differences
in their scene depths. The CSCDNet can accurately detect
the precise scene changes dealing with the differences of
camera viewpoints.
4.3.2 Accuracy of the SSCDNet for synthetic data
Figure 5 shows an example of the results estimated using
the SSCDNet. The SSCDNet can accurately estimate se-
mantic changes on each input image even if there are over-
lapping areas of change between input images. Table 3
shows the IoU of each class and the mIoU of the SSCDNet
for the synthetic validation data from the Mapillary Vistas
dataset. There are four combinations of training and test
datasets with or without the data augmentation of the afore-
mentioned change mask. In the case of test data without
data augmentation, namely, the input change mask is quite
accurate, the SSCDNet trained using the dataset without the
data augmentation performs better than one trained with the
augmentation. However, in the case of test data with the
Input images and change mask Estimation Ground truth
Figure 5. Example of results estimated by the SSCDNet.
Table 3. mIoU of the SSCDNet for synthetic data from the Mapil-
lary Vistas dataset. Each column shows the result of the SSCDNet
trained with and without the data augmentation (DA) of the change
mask in the test and the training phases.
DA for test - X
DA for training - X - X
Animal 0.441 0.407 0.197 0.278
Vehicle 0.746 0.733 0.499 0.659
Barrier 0.482 0.509 0.225 0.402
Area 0.860 0.873 0.646 0.803
Structure 0.727 0.725 0.494 0.654
Lane Marking 0.544 0.467 0.252 0.377
Vegetation 0.809 0.790 0.596 0.726
Object (Traffic) 0.445 0.341 0.181 0.290
Object (Others) 0.529 0.403 0.199 0.272
Debris 0.294 0.140 0.248 0.201
No Chnage 0.982 0.976 0.916 0.955
mIoU 0.624 0.579 0.405 0.511
augmentation, namely, the input change mask has some er-
rors, the SSCDNet trained using the augmentation outper-
forms the other. Figure 6 shows an example of results es-
timated by the SSCDNet trained with the data augmenta-
tion of change mask. The estimation results obtained using
the SSCDNet trained without the data augmentation of the
change mask have errors due to the errors from the input
change mask. However, the SSCDNet trained with the aug-
mentation can accurately predict the semantic change labels
while being more robust to the effects of errors of the input
change mask.
4.3.3 Semantic change detection for the PSCD dataset
Figure 7 shows examples of the semantic change detection
results for the entire process of our proposed method. (See
the supplementary material for other results.) Table 4 shows
mIoU of each method for the PSCD dataset. Certainly, if
the semantic change detection dataset, whose creation is
labor-intensive, is available, the strategy of the end-to-end
learning for semantic change detection can be applied, and
the performance is almost the best (CSSCDNet). However,
even if the dedicated dataset is unavailable, the SSCDNet
can estimate semantic scene changes for each input image
successfully depending on the change detection accuracy.
For example, in the top rows of Fig.7, the CSCDNet can
accurately detect scene changes although there are some
detections errors owing to reflections from window-glasses
and advertisement boards on the buildings because of the
lack of training data. (The CSCDNet trained with the PCD
I1 I2 Trained without DA L1 L2
Change mask with noise M ′ Trained with DA Change mask M
Input images Predictions by SSCDNet Ground truth
Figure 6. Example of results estimated by the SSCDNet trained
with data augmentation of change mask. The left images I1, I2
and M ′ show inputs of the SSCDNet. The top and bottom images
in the middle column show the prediction results by the SSCDNet
trained without and with the data augmentation of change mask.
The right images L1, L2 and M show the ground truth of the se-
mantic labels and the change mask. With the help of noised data
augmentation in the training phase of the SSCDNet, it makes the
SSCDNet more robust even when the error occurs in the change
mask predicted by the CSCDNet, and thus increases the robustness
of the whole networks for semantic change detection.
dataset can detect some changes of advertisement boards
but not those of vegetations, and vice versa for the CSCD-
Net trained using the PSCD dataset.) In the lower part of
Fig.7, the lack of training data causes large errors. The bet-
ter performance of the CSCDNet trained using the PSCD
dataset than that using the PCD dataset indicates that even
only the change detection dataset of the same domain as the
target data should be used if it is available.
The SSCDNet trained using the augmentation estimates
the change areas and the semantic labels considering their
semantic contexts, thus, removes uncertain areas. Unlike
the synthetic data (Sec.4.3.2), the SSCDNet trained with
the data augmentation for the change mask performs bet-
ter than that trained without the augmentation even when
using the ground-truth change mask. These results indicate
that the augmentation is effective for not only change detec-
tion but also semantic labeling. Furthermore, the SSCDNet
using the ground-truth change mask performs better than
the CSSCDNet, which is trained using the full set of the se-
mantic change detection dataset. Hence, the SSCDNet will
exhibit higher performance when accurate change mask in-
formation is available by other methods [42, 43, 34] and
sensors.
5. Conclusion
We proposed a novel semantic change detection scheme
with only weak supervision. As far as we know, this is the
first method studying on the semantic scene change detec-
tion task. The proposed method is composed of the two
CNNs, the CSCDNet and the SSCDNet. The CSCDNet
can deal with difference of camera viewpoints and achieves
state of the art change detection performance for the PCD
dataset. The SSCDNet can be trained with dataset synthe-
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD) CSCDNet (PSCD)
GT label of t0 and t1 CSSCDNet GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PCD) + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PSCD) + SSCDNet
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD) CSCDNet (PSCD)
GT label of t0 and t1 CSSCDNet GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PCD) + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PSCD) + SSCDNet
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD) CSCDNet (PSCD)
GT label of t0 and t1 CSSCDNet GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PCD) + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PSCD) + SSCDNet
Animal Vehicle Barrier Area Structure Lane Marking
Vegetation Traffic Others Debris No change
Figure 7. Examples of semantic scene change detection for the PSCD dataset. One failure case is shown in the lower part.
Table 4. mIoU of the semantic change detection for the PSCD dataset.
CSCDNet + SSCDNet GT mask + SSCDNet CSSCDNet
Training data (CD / SCD) PCD / Vistas PSCD (mask) / Vistas - / Vistas PSCD (full)
DA for training - X - X - X n/a
Animal 0.185 0.225 0.180 0.220 0.284 0.309 0.448
Vehicle 0.357 0.376 0.330 0.361 0.408 0.430 0.561
Barrier 0.049 0.047 0.070 0.066 0.130 0.125 0.190
Area 0.043 0.026 0.100 0.085 0.199 0.196 0.220
Structure 0.133 0.111 0.180 0.169 0.454 0.502 0.219
Lane Marking 0.007 0.007 0.008 0.007 0.032 0.029 0.012
Vegetation 0.198 0.176 0.301 0.294 0.502 0.528 0.441
Object (Traffic) 0.010 0.012 0.011 0.015 0.062 0.048 0.019
Object (Others) 0.050 0.067 0.047 0.062 0.062 0.117 0.192
Debris 0.017 0.020 0.023 0.027 0.064 0.079 0.058
No Change 0.766 0.770 0.782 0.786 0.902 0.906 0.811
mIoU 0.165 0.167 0.185 0.190 0.287 0.297 0.288
sized from semantic image segmentation datasets to avoid
creating a new dataset for semantic change detection. To
evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we cre-
ated the first publicly available dataset for semantic scene
change detection, named as the PSCD dataset. Experimen-
tal results with this dataset verified the effectiveness of the
proposed scheme in the semantic change detection task.
In the future, we intend to improve the estimation accu-
racy of the proposed method. Domain adaptation methods
[46, 51] could bridge the gap between the networks trained
using the PSCD dataset and others. Also, panoramic con-
volutional layers [7, 44] will improve the estimation accu-
racies for the PCD and the PSCD datasets, which are com-
posed of panoramic images. Furthermore, the probability
distribution of the semantic label sampling in the training
dataset synthesis for the SSCDNet might be decided by
prior distribution of the number of semantic labels to ad-
dress class imbalance problems.
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Supplementary Material
A. Details of network architectures
Figures 8-11 show the details of the network architec-
tures for each block, the CSCDNet, the SSCDNet, and the
CSSCDNet, respectively. The parentheses in the correlation
layers [13] represent the channel dimension of each output
feature map. The correlation between two patches centered
at x1 in the first map f1 and x2 in the second map f2 is then
defined as
c(x1,x2) =
∑
o∈[−k,k]×[−k,k]
〈f1(x1 + o), f2(x2 + o)〉 (3)
for a square patch of size K := 2k+1. The output channel
dimension is calculated as K2. We set k = 10 through all
experiments in this paper.
B. Details of class integration
The Mapillary Vistas dataset [29] for research use con-
tains 20,000 scene images and pixel-wise semantic labels
with 66 semantic classes (including an unlabeled class). We
integrate them into the following 11 classes: animal, vehi-
cle, barrier, area, structure, lane marking, vegetation, traf-
fic, others, debris, and no change. Table 5 shows the detail
of the integration.
C. Additional results
Figures 12 - 15 show other semantic change detection re-
sults of our proposed method for the PSCD dataset. These
qualitative results indicate that our proposed method can es-
timate semantic changes from an image pair of a scene suc-
cessfully. Figure 16 shows examples of the failure cases. In
the future, we intend to reduce these estimation errors due
to lack of training data and camera projection models by in-
troducing domain adaption methods [46, 51] and panoramic
convolution layers [7, 44].
Figures 17-18 show examples of the semantic change de-
tection results for TSUNAMI and GSV of the PCD dataset
[33], which does not contain ground-truth of the semantic
change labels.
Table 5. Details of class integration. The Mapillary Vistas dataset does not contain debris in their images, hence we added images taken in
tsunami-damaged areas.
Integrated classes Original classes of the Mapillary Vistas dataset
Animal Bird, Ground Animal, Person, Bicyclist, Motorcyclist, Other Rider
Vehicle Bicycle, Boat, Bus, Car, Caravan, Motorcycle, On Rails, Other Vehicle, Trailer, Truck,
Wheeled Slow
Barrier Curb, Fence, Guard Rail, Other Barrier, Wall
Area Bike Lane, crosswalk Plain, Curb Cut, Parking, Pedestrian Area, Rail Track, Road, Service
Lane, Sidewalk
Structure Bridge, Building, Tunnel
Lane Marking Crosswalk Zebra, Marking General
Vegetation Vegetation
Traffic Traffic Light, Traffic Sign Back, Traffic Sign Front
Others Banner, Bench, Bike Rack, Billboard, Catch Basin, Cctv Camera, Fire Hydrant, Junction
Box, Mailbox, Manhole, Phone Booth, Pothole, Street Light, Pole, Traffic Sign Frame, Utility
Pole, Trash Can
Debris (From our additional images taken in tsunami-damaged areas)
No Change Mountain, Sand, Sky, Snow, Terrain, Water, Car Mount, Ego Vehicle, Unlabeled
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Figure 8. The details of each block architecture.
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Figure 9. The details of the CSCDNet architecture. The parentheses in the correlation layers represent the channel dimension of each
output feature map.
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Figure 10. The details of the SSCDNet architecture.
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Figure 11. The details of the CSSCDNet architecture. The parentheses in the correlation layers represent the channel dimension of each
output feature map.
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD) CSCDNet (PSCD)
GT label of t0 and t1 CSSCDNet GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PCD) + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PSCD) + SSCDNet
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD) CSCDNet (PSCD)
GT label of t0 and t1 CSSCDNet GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PCD) + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PSCD) + SSCDNet
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD) CSCDNet (PSCD)
GT label of t0 and t1 CSSCDNet GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PCD) + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PSCD) + SSCDNet
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD) CSCDNet (PSCD)
GT label of t0 and t1 CSSCDNet GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PCD) + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PSCD) + SSCDNet
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD) CSCDNet (PSCD)
GT label of t0 and t1 CSSCDNet GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PCD) + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PSCD) + SSCDNet
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD) CSCDNet (PSCD)
GT label of t0 and t1 CSSCDNet GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PCD) + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PSCD) + SSCDNet
Figure 12. Examples of semantic scene change detection for the PSCD dataset
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD) CSCDNet (PSCD)
GT label of t0 and t1 CSSCDNet GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PCD) + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PSCD) + SSCDNet
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD) CSCDNet (PSCD)
GT label of t0 and t1 CSSCDNet GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PCD) + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PSCD) + SSCDNet
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD) CSCDNet (PSCD)
GT label of t0 and t1 CSSCDNet GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PCD) + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PSCD) + SSCDNet
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD) CSCDNet (PSCD)
GT label of t0 and t1 CSSCDNet GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PCD) + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PSCD) + SSCDNet
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD) CSCDNet (PSCD)
GT label of t0 and t1 CSSCDNet GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PCD) + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PSCD) + SSCDNet
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD) CSCDNet (PSCD)
GT label of t0 and t1 CSSCDNet GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PCD) + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PSCD) + SSCDNet
Figure 13. Examples of semantic scene change detection for the PSCD dataset
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD) CSCDNet (PSCD)
GT label of t0 and t1 CSSCDNet GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PCD) + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PSCD) + SSCDNet
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD) CSCDNet (PSCD)
GT label of t0 and t1 CSSCDNet GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PCD) + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PSCD) + SSCDNet
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD) CSCDNet (PSCD)
GT label of t0 and t1 CSSCDNet GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PCD) + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PSCD) + SSCDNet
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD) CSCDNet (PSCD)
GT label of t0 and t1 CSSCDNet GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PCD) + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PSCD) + SSCDNet
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD) CSCDNet (PSCD)
GT label of t0 and t1 CSSCDNet GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PCD) + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PSCD) + SSCDNet
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD) CSCDNet (PSCD)
GT label of t0 and t1 CSSCDNet GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PCD) + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PSCD) + SSCDNet
Figure 14. Examples of semantic scene change detection for the PSCD dataset
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD) CSCDNet (PSCD)
GT label of t0 and t1 CSSCDNet GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PCD) + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PSCD) + SSCDNet
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD) CSCDNet (PSCD)
GT label of t0 and t1 CSSCDNet GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PCD) + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PSCD) + SSCDNet
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD) CSCDNet (PSCD)
GT label of t0 and t1 CSSCDNet GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PCD) + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PSCD) + SSCDNet
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD) CSCDNet (PSCD)
GT label of t0 and t1 CSSCDNet GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PCD) + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PSCD) + SSCDNet
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD) CSCDNet (PSCD)
GT label of t0 and t1 CSSCDNet GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PCD) + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PSCD) + SSCDNet
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD) CSCDNet (PSCD)
GT label of t0 and t1 CSSCDNet GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PCD) + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PSCD) + SSCDNet
Figure 15. Examples of semantic scene change detection for the PSCD dataset
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD) CSCDNet (PSCD)
GT label of t0 and t1 CSSCDNet GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PCD) + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PSCD) + SSCDNet
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD) CSCDNet (PSCD)
GT label of t0 and t1 CSSCDNet GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PCD) + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PSCD) + SSCDNet
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD) CSCDNet (PSCD)
GT label of t0 and t1 CSSCDNet GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PCD) + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PSCD) + SSCDNet
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD) CSCDNet (PSCD)
GT label of t0 and t1 CSSCDNet GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PCD) + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PSCD) + SSCDNet
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD) CSCDNet (PSCD)
GT label of t0 and t1 CSSCDNet GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PCD) + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PSCD) + SSCDNet
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD) CSCDNet (PSCD)
GT label of t0 and t1 CSSCDNet GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PCD) + SSCDNet CSCDNet (PSCD) + SSCDNet
Figure 16. Examples of failure cases of semantic scene change detection for the PSCD dataset
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD)
GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet + SSCDNet
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD)
GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet + SSCDNet
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD)
GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet + SSCDNet
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD)
GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet + SSCDNet
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD)
GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet + SSCDNet
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD)
GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet + SSCDNet
Figure 17. Examples of semantic scene change detection for the TSUNAMI of the PCD dataset
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD)
GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet + SSCDNet
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD)
GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet + SSCDNet
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD)
GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet + SSCDNet
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD)
GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet + SSCDNet
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD)
GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet + SSCDNet
t0 t1 GT of change mask CSCDNet (PCD)
GT change mask + SSCDNet CSCDNet + SSCDNet
Figure 18. Examples of semantic scene change detection for the GSV of the PCD dataset
